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        Thanks
Key strategic ambitions

Science, technology, engineering, maths and medicine 
have touched every part of where we are now, and will 
be central in addressing our most pressing challenges 
and our grandest opportunities going forward. Women 
generally, and perhaps women in STEMM in particular, 
should be front and centre in that emerging story – not 
because they are clever (which they are), but because 
they have the ability to balance the voracious appetite 
for more and better and bigger and brighter, with the 
wisdom to discern at what cost and to what purpose.

Homeward Bound has been a great leadership teacher 
to all concerned. We can’t have a shared ‘should be’, 
if we don’t know ourselves or what it is like to be on the 
other side of our faces. Leadership responsibility has 
to include a global perspective. If not, we will pass on 
a horrible future to our grandchildren. Ultimately, men 
and women have to do this together; but, for the time 
being, it’s worth giving women some zoom juice.

With Homeward Bound, it’s not an easy task we have 
set ourselves, but we will give it our best shot because 
the alternative is not an alternative at all.

Mother Nature Needs Her Daughters.

I want to personally express profound thanks to the 
hearts and minds of the leadership team who so 
selflessly committed to this cohort, including: 

•  Dr Justine Shaw and Dr Mary-Anne Lea (HB 
co-founders) – extraordinary leaders in their own 
right, who led the Science focus and also mentored 
many women through the challenging waters of 
participation

•  Julia May and Sarah Anderson, who both managed 
the global digital communications strategy on behalf 
of Homeward Bound (a partially funded contribution) 
and also donated the design and delivery, together 

participants included review of applications by HB 
alumnae, and the HB leadership team benefited from 
the experience and insights of a number of alumnae 
members. The 11-month preparation program aimed 
at building participants’ skills around fundraising, 
establishing trust, giving and receiving feedback, 
enhancing individual and collective visibility, and 
building a clean and honest sense of self. We 
introduced a two-day program, run in Ushuaia 
(Argentina) prior to our departure to Antarctica. This 
included a deep-dive on purpose (of participating in HB, 
of work, of who we are in the world) and the values that 
underpin our choices. A personal strategy ‘sprint’ saw 
participants drafting a crucial single-page document 
that was progressively refined on the ship, ensuring a 
clear commitment to self and others. 

On-board, the focus was the practice of leadership, 
seeing how individuals and the collective dealt with 
the ‘potboilier environment’ of being isolated from 
everything we know (family, friends, pets, homes, 
work, emails, etc.) and surrounded by the most starkly 
compelling environment on the planet – an intensive 

test of personal resilience 
and commitment…If we could 
support each other to learn 
in this space, then little the 
world could direct to the 

women participating would unsettle them or diminish 
their voices.

Some people thought (as they also wrongly predicted 
in the ‘60s, when Sylvia Earle led an all-female team 
underwater on the Tektite project) that this pressure-
cooker space would incite clashes and nastiness. 
Instead, as we progressed, a profound freedom 
emerged, a loving commitment to doing the right thing 
and, ultimately, an overwhelming focus on solutions. 

Three things emerged for nearly all individuals – sense 
of self matters deeply, we shared the value of ‘We’ over 
‘I’, and we all recognised that courage is the currency 
for challenging the status quo and advancing the 
leadership of women in all domains.

Homeward Bound is a 10-year collaborative leadership 
initiative for women with a STEMM background. The 
target is 1000 women by 2026, all chosen because they 
have the track record to be ‘Bravemakers’, to make a 
difference. They are very clever women, committed 
to leading for the greater good, and each brings to 
Homeward Bound a wealth of expertise. To greater 
or lesser extent, all are capable of influencing the 
narrative of women leading, leading in STEMM and 
influencing outcomes for us all – particularly as they 
relate to the sustainability of our planet.

There are three key strategic ambitions for Homeward 
Bound:

1.  As a result of participating, all women should feel 
more able to lead

2.  All women participating recognise we are stronger 
together

3.  All women participating are committed to increasing 
our impact.

Following review of our inaugural 2016 program and 
extensive feedback from our first cohort, key elements 
of Homeward Bound evolved in lead-up to and during 
our second program. The selection process for new 



with Dr Merryn McKinnon from Australian National 
University, of the Visibility program for participants

•  Kit Jackson, whose calm voice, intelligence and deep 
knowledge of Strategy enabled everyone involved to 
elevate their insight into the choices they were making

•  Hayley Young, Program Manager 
(the only paid role), and her 
backup while on leave Eva 
Matthews, who coordinated 
the myriad complexities of this 
initiative with grace and aplomb; 
Hayley also donated her time to 
facilitate comms on the ship (and 
was nicknamed HB Siri by participants)

•  Dr Denise Hardesty, Dr Heidi Steltzer, Dr 
Deborah O’Connell and Dr Fern Hames, 
alumnae who tirelessly committed their 
time and expertise to provide advice throughout 2017 
on risk assessment, a code of conduct, and ensuring 
the voice of alumnae was always present in our 
collective choices

•  Kerryn Velleman, our on-board (organisational) 
psychologist, who introduced an approach to 
peer coaching and building trust that significantly 
impacted the engagement of participants in a secure 
space; and LA (Lesley-Anne Houghton) who, at the 
very last minute, jumped on-board and provided her 
expertise as a coach and MC when the opportunity 
became available

•  Greg Mortimer, our expedition leader, who created 
calm, kindness and fun as we explored our many 
landings, and who made sure over and over that the 
experience was unique, innovative and safe.  

•  Finally, thanks to Marshall Cowley, the only man who 
lived through every part of this extraordinary journey. 
I single him out for his role modelling of how to work 
with women! His kindness, neutrality, deep experience 
of design, and unending patience with the strange 
way women reach collaborative decisions helped 

hold the whole together. In this, he role modelled the 
partnering of men and women in the best possible 
way – all to the greater good.

I also want to thank our supporters – large and small, 
public and private. Organisations such as Kathmandu 
and Human Synergistics, whose contributions to this 
second cohort made a significant difference. The 
many workplaces that lent their financial support, 
and the now-thousands of donors who contributed 
via crowdfunding campaigns, to help these women 
participate. 

Last, but not least, I thank my family. My life has 
changed significantly in the last three years. To 
an already very busy life, I added the complexity, 
emotional challenge and time commitment of 
Homeward Bound. They have watched the change in 
me, they know the cost and the gain better than any, 
and it is their love and support to keep going, to help do 
my part in this crazy whole, that has helped me through 
some of the most complex hours.

Mother Nature still Needs Her Daughters. Families and 
friends (four-legged and two-), oceans that don’t speak 
and forests that can’t protest, women everywhere who 
know how much they have to give but don’t feel they 
have a voice, are the reason for what we do. Businesses 
and governments everywhere have something to learn 
from this gathering intent.

LSI Lifetime Accredited coaches:
Alan McGilvray, Alison Browne, Andrew Gross, Angela 
Chapman, Annette Gray, Arthur Rindfleisch, Beverly 
Sacks, Campbell Forsyth, Chris Woodhouse, Corinne 
Canter, Deanne Heidrich, Diana du Plessis, Elana Kohn, 
Fernanda Afonso, Gai Roper, Gauri Maini, Graciela 
Szwarcberg, Graham Richardson, Greg O’Brien, Ian 
Pimblett, Jenny Krasny, Jenny Postlethwaite, Jessica 
Layden, Jill McCorkell, Jo McAlpine, John Pollaers, Karen 
Devlin, Kevin Wren, Kim Dutton, Lesley-Anne Houghton, 
Lori Vanston, Mandy Holloway, Margaret Weber, Margit 
Mansfield, Marion Stanway, Mary Lemonis, Michael 
Peacock, Myra-Ann Pickens, Nicole Millar, Paola Uliana, 
Peter Ivett, Renata Marucci, Rhonda Jansz, Roberta 
Fairbairn, Rod Andersen, Ross Anderson, Sheryl Brosnan, 
Shirley van Schagen, Simon Osborne, Sonya Hughes, 
Sue Constable, Susan Francis, Tammy Turner, Tayn 
Pavelic, Terence Seymour, Tracy Keevers.

OUR SUPPORTERS

To find out about their contributions: 
www.homewardboundprojects.com.au/sponsors

http://homewardboundprojects.com.au/sponsors/


Participants

Adriana 
Humanes
Alexandra Dubini
Alice Ruhweza
Alicia Perez-Porro
Amal-Lee Amin
Amanda Kirk
Ana Chang
Ana Payo Payo
Anais Pages
Beth Christie
Catherine 
Sorbara
Cecile Godde
Daniela Lainez 
del Pozo
Elena Joli
Elisa Harvey
Ellen Moon
Emilie Lefol
Fern Wickson
Gaia Dell’Ariccia
Hannah 
Laeverenz 
Schlogelhofer
Helen Corney
Hilary McManus
Ingrid Paola Tello 
Guerrero
Isabel Zhang 
Zhang
Jamie Womble

Jessica Brainard
Jessica 
Kretzmann
Jill Lynn
Justine Barrett
Karen Alexander
Kate Clarke
Katherine 
Duncan
Kathryn Scott
Kimberly Vinette 
Herrin
Laura Wells
Laura Trotta
Lee Constable
Madeleine 
Brasier
Madeline 
Mitchell
Marie Clark
Megan Oaten
Melissa Cano 
Melissa Hart
Melissa White
Natalia Melcer
Natasha Wright
Nicole Fetchet
Nina Earl
Paloma Corvalan
Priscilla Wehi
Purvi Gupta

Rachel Zombor
Rachelle Balez
Rashmi 
Venkatraman
Rebecca Doyle
Rebecca 
Waddington
Romy Zyngier
Samantha Nixon
Samantha 
Reynolds
Sandra Guzman
Sandra Judith 
Velarde Pajares
Sarah Hamylton 
Sarah Hanieh
Sarah Lucas
Sophie Adams
Stacey Noel
Sue Mauger
Susan Natali
Susan Scott
Sylvia Struck
Uxua Lopez 
Flamarique
Valerie Sage
Veronique Florec
Wing Chan
Xiaoyuan Ren
Xuehua Zhang
Yiting Wang

To view participant profiles:  
www.homewardboundprojects.com.au/hb2-participants

PROGRAM SNAPSHOT

Applications open 

(Jan 2017)

#TeaHB3 cohort announced –  
70 from 150 applications

(Apr 2017) Application round closes (20th), 
applications reviewed and 
selections finalised (27th)

(Feb 2017)

Monthly participant calls begin

(Apr 2017)

LSI1 diagnostic process  – June 
Introduction to LSI coaches – July 

LSI2 diagnostic process – Sept 
4 x 1.5hr coaching sessions – Aug–Nov/Dec

 (Jun–Dec 2017)

4MAT diagnostic process

(Dec 2017)

Participants meet at opening dinner; 
start of 2.5-day pre-voyage program in 

Ushuaia, Argentina 

(15 Feb 2018)

Voyage to Antarctica

 (18 Feb – 11 Mar 2018)

Post-voyage participant calls x 3:  
HB Experience, HB Community, 

HB Impact

(May – Sep 2018)77 graduating participants, from 13 countries, 
representing 15 nationalities:

30 Australians        13 Americans                          
           8 British           5 French      4 Chinese              
    4 Spanish      3 New Zealanders   
                 2 Italians            2 Peruvians 
       1 Colombian         1 Canadian     
  1 Venezuelan                        1 Indian           
          1 Ugandan            1 Mexican

Chinese application process 
and selection – additional 5 

participants join cohort

(Apr–May 2017)

Scholarship application process and 
selection – 1 additional participant 

chosen for full Kathmandu 
scholarship; 1 for HB Founders part-

scholarship (existing participant)

 (Jun–Aug 2017)

Additional 2 participants join 
cohort from waitlist 

(Aug 2017)



The initial application/selection process for HB2 ran 
over January/March 2017; 30% more applications 
were received than for the initial program, and 
with greater geographical diversity. The selection 
process was updated to include a number of review 
rounds conducted by independent volunteers and 
HB1 alumnae, as well as by the leadership team, 
who scored and ranked applications against three 
key criteria. This rigorous process resulted in a final 
selection of 70 participants, leaving 10 positions for 
potential scholarships. 

Songqiao Yao, who had supported the comms efforts 
on-board with HB1, had been busy spreading the HB 
word and managed to drum up significant support 
from a Chinese company that enabled five half-
scholarships for Chinese participants who underwent 
a separate application/selection process during April/
May 2017.

Homeward Bound also ran its first crowdfunding 
campaign to try and raise money for scholarship 
positions – just under AUD$7000 funded a partial 
scholarship for Adriana Humanes from Venezuela. 
Kathmandu supported us with a commitment to fund 
(and provide gear for) one participant. A scholarship 
application/selection process was conducted June/
August 2017, and Daniela Lainez del Pozo from 
Peru was the chosen recipient of the Kathmandu 
scholarship.

The program kicked off in 
April 2017, and focussed on 
exploring and integrating 
four key streams: leadership, 
strategy, science and visibility. A new component of 
the program brought these together and out into the 
world: science communication (read more on this p. 
14). HB1 alumna Kate MacMaster also introduced the 
practice of reflective journalling as part of a greater 
focus on wellbeing/self-care throughout the program.

The learning experience comprised:

•  Lectures, webinars, practical/homework exercises

•  Leadership diagnostics (Life Styles Inventory 1 & 
2, and 4MAT Learning Type Measure) debriefed 
over four sessions of one-on-one coaching with 
accredited coaches located around the globe

•  Personal strategy mapping which, together with 
clarifying purpose and values, and an underpinning 
‘conscious choices’ framework, gave participants 
the sense of clarity and commitment to a personally 
relevant level of visibility required to ensure this 
moved from idea to reality 

• Peer coaching and extensive open-forum discussion

•  Project teams focussing on areas of interest (more 
on this p. 10)

•  Rotating small-group learning teams to focus on 
building relationships, managing across time zones, 
and experimenting with leadership and strategic 
capability

•  Culminating in three weeks’ voyaging around 
Antarctica and including a Symposium at Sea 

Key components

  Applications, selections,  
                  scholarships

  Program focus
aimed at broadening everyone’s 
understanding of what each 
participant was working on in their 
various STEMM fields, identifying 

opportunities to participate, and developing three-
minute pitches that were engaging to a broader 
audience.

Participants met monthly with the leadership team 
via remote-conferencing technology Zoom; 12 calls in 
total (Apr 2017 to Feb 2018), which included updates 
about the program and from participants as they 
progressed through, presentations across the four 
streams of learning, briefings and debriefings about the 
diagnostics administered during the program.

The leadership team met 7 times via Zoom in 
preparation for participant calls; they also had a 
number of 1-2 day workshops (one in Hobart, 3 in 
Eltham; Australia) covering program planning and 
voyage-specific design, and numerous HB business/
governance and stream-specific meetings largely via 
Zoom.

Participants collaborated in small groups on a 
research project of their choice.The outtake was to 
ensure everyone left the ship better informed and, as 
was deemed relevant by the individual, committed 
to collaborations to advance the issues identified.
The groups started working on their project about 
halfway through their program, and presented these 
to the larger group on-board the ship. Themes were 
a reflection of participants’ key concerns, areas of 
interest and expertise (identified by survey). Read more 
about these on p. 10.



MY JOURNEY - HOMEWARD BOUND

1

We are now about to embark on the most exciting and most demanding 
component of the program. This is your opportunity to show up as your most 
constructive self, to choose to be the sort of leader you would personally prefer 
to spend nearly 4 weeks with, much of that at sea. This is your chance to give 
yourself over to the magic of Antarctica, to relax, absorb and learn. This is the 
time for you to consider how to contribute so your voice is heard and you are 
visible to the whole. This is your time to be clear on your outcome. This is your 
time to enjoy a unique experience with possibly the most intellectually rich and 
brave collection of women you will ever get to work with, at one time, in one 
space, to one primary purpose – your individual and collective visibility in the 
world.

This is your time to honour the contributions of the many supporters of your 
journey - the leadership team, the sponsors, and the donors on your individual 
funding journey, by being simply your most curious and constructive self.

This is also your time to help create the experience we all want – participant to 
participant, participant to leadership team, leadership team to participants, 
all in their relationship with the crew AND, most of all, all in relationship to the 
environment. 

Treat each other, and the places we visit, with deep respect and love. 

Always be mindful of the experience of others, both those you travel with and 
those who follow us.

Leave the environment as you find it.

Our love to you all.

HB LEADERSHIP TEAM, FEBRUARY 2018

CAVEAT: THIS AGENDA AND ITINERARY ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE; THEY ARE PROVIDED AS BEST AVAILABLE INFORMATION AT THE TIME OF WRITING

HOMEWARD  
BOUND  
PROGRAM.

WELCOME 
TO YOU 
ALL.

NOTE: THIS IS AN IN-PRINCIPLE AGENDA. IT WILL CHANGE BECAUSE OF 
WIND, ICE AND YOU.

You are part of a transformational experience. To this end, the ‘agenda’ is well 
mapped out with the leadership team, but only generally provided to you. We 
want you to know that we are watching and reviewing the process constantly. 
We will change approaches and content based on your feedback and our 
observations of whether what we are taking you through is working as planned. 
Throughout the journey you have a very important voice. Your voice is built 
into our Code of Conduct. You can raise thoughts/ideas and suggestions with 
us at any time. There will be an Ideas Box on the ship should you wish to be 
anonymous.

However, we are going to start by inviting you to come on the journey with us, 
surrender to the method and magic. You are brilliant and clever women, each 
and every one. You are all capable of designing, improving and facilitating 
various parts of the program. Having said this, how about we start with you 
relaxing and enjoying being a participant? Let us pamper you, support you, 
give to you. That is our suggested starting point. Let go of control and step 
into exploration, for yourself, for each other, and for the greater purpose of 
Homeward Bound.

NOTE: We are now providing you with a draft schedule, as part of each day’s 
content. However, you will soon discover that the best-laid plans of mortal ‘men’ 
are thwarted regularly by wind and ice! You will receive a daily update on this; 
Greg Mortimer (our expedition leader) and the ship's Captain, are entirely 
responsible for the decisions in this context. The magic is in these hands.

15TH FEBRUARY – USHUAIA
 
You have arrived!
 
Dinner to launch the program
Starts 6pm drinks; proceedings 
launch 6.30 – 9.30pm
• Meet each other
• Launch the program
• Meet the leadership team
• Hear the lessons learnt along the way 

of developing Homeward Bound
• Write a pledge to yourself about who 

you are going to be over the next 3 
weeks

• Introduction to mindfulness practice 
and why we encourage it

PURPOSE: To welcome and introduce 
everyone.

16TH FEBRUARY* – USHUAIA
Day One
8.15 for 8.30am start, close 6pm
• 5 minutes mindfulness practice
• Have some fun/break the ice
• Establishing ground rules for working 

together
• Develop peer coaching skills
• Build cohesion – with 80 women, not 3 

or 4
• Revisit 4MAT
• Explore the pragmatics of personal 

purpose
• Do your first pass on personal values

PURPOSE: To cement the rules of 
engagement, make a lot of friends, 
understand the use of 4MAT as a 
personal, learning, presentation and 
strategic tool (very simple), deep dive on 
the ‘why of your life’, and be clear on the 
values that are important and how they 
show up in behaviour.

*Free time 6pm on; you are responsible for your own 
dinner

17TH FEBRUARY* – USHUAIA
Day Two
8.15 for 8.30am start, close 6pm
• 5 minutes mindfulness practice
• Visibility and science communication
• Who am I to be visible?
• Personal strategy sprint (knit together 

purpose, values, aspirations, priorities 
and definitions)

PURPOSE: To begin the journey of 
exploring the ‘why’ of your participation 
in Homeward Bound, to provoke thinking 
about individual visibility and to lay 
down the first draft (bones) of a personal 
strategy map – the tool that, at the end 
of the journey, you will have revisited 
many times and which will be the key 
artefact you leave the ship with with 
insights, ah-has and commitments on 
one page.

*Free time 6pm on

18TH FEBRUARY – USHUAIA
 
Note: Check out by 8.15am
(Please stagger this from early in 
the morning so we can start the day 
on time)
(Keep only personal stuff; balance 
will go into storage for transfer to 
the ship)
8.30 for 8.45am start, close 12 noon*
• 5 minutes mindfulness practice
• LSI moving forward, insights and 

actions
• Review of the two days

PURPOSE: To cement the insights of 
LSI, to be clear on the ideal, to refresh 
our commitment to each other to be as 
constructive as we can, to be aware of 
the impact of defensive styles on the 
ship.

*Free time 12 noon til 3pm (back at the hotel for shuttle 
run to ship)

18 – 20TH FEBRUARY* – 
THE CROSSING
The Beagle Channel and the Drake 
Passage
• Mindfulness practice where we are able 

together, individually
• Filmed faculty (as we are able) Sylvia 

Earle
• Commence Science Symposium @ Sea
• Antarctic Wildlife lecture
First landing – Half Moon Island, walking 
with your ‘research’ teams 

PURPOSE:  To provide a gentle 
introduction to the journey (weather 
dependent), to warm up to the sharing 
of your SAS and how they will run, to get 
you ready to identify and connect with 
the wildlife you will see.

*All these activities 
have flexibility depending 
on the weather conditions 

and individual’s level of ‘wellness’. 
It is our advice to optimise the 

pleasure of the crossing that you take 
sea sickness medication to prevent 

sea sickness, not to deal with it once 
you’ve got it. The general consensus 

is to take tablets one hour before 
getting on the Ushuaia and then 

follow instructions for your 
particular medications.

*NOTE: No times are provided for the balance of the agenda because timing will be ice dependent to optimise landing opportunities. On average there will be three hours of content 
and 3 – 5 hours of landing which will sometimes be focussed on a team activity and sometimes focussed on just enjoying being where you are. Evenings will include optional activities, 
led largely by participants with the choice to find solitude where and how you see fit. Exercise programs, again largely led by participants, will be scheduled from 6am – 7.30am as many 
mornings as you all agree

 
Additionally, this program saw the first Gender World 
Cafe held in Antarctica, on-board MV Ushuaia, as a 
new part of the program. This built on project work 
conducted by a team from HB1, which focussed on 
gathering key global research on women in STEMM and 
percolating it down to 20 keys facts every woman in 
STEMM should know about. This was important for two 
reasons: (a) we want women to know they are not alone 
and (b) we want to determine what we can all do to 
make a contribution to the changes needed. 

As a result of the Gender World Cafe, 10 post-voyage 
project teams formed, all aimed at raising the profile 
of women in STEMM (and relevant to women in 
leadership more generally) either by supporting the 
HB program/participants/alumnae in quite direct ways 
(e.g. fundraising toolkit, seeking sponsorship, mentoring 
program – all three of which have been completed 

within 8 months post-voyage) or by creating tools  
and communications to elevate women’s stories / 
gender issues in the workplace and more broadly. A 
number of projects are still in progress, and some – 
such as the research on women in STEMM – will be 
further progressed by the HB3 cohort. 

These projects (initial and post-voyage) are a beautiful 
and critical bringing-together of the four program 
streams. They really bring to life for the participants 
(and make real in the world) the power of collaboration 
and leadership for the greater good.

World-renowned mountaineer/expeditioner Greg 
Mortimer once again joined the program as expedition 
leader. He will be forever-fondly-remembered by 
participants not only for the experience and knowledge 
he brought, but for his daily wake-up calls over the 
intercom – “Hello possums!” Read his report on p. 13.

The voyage component of the program began with an 
opening dinner in Ushuaia, Argentina on 15 February 
2018 – the first opportunity for all participants and 
faculty from around the globe to meet in person. The 
agenda (pending weather conditions at sea) for the 
next three weeks together was unveiled as a keepsake 
laminated placemat. Along with intensive learning, 
there were bouts of seasickness, there was great fun, 
the forming of potentially lifelong friendships, the 
tense yet ultimately transformational ‘Rotheragate’, 
amazing encounters with the Antarctic wilderness and 
wildlife; a myriad of personal 
and collective experiences. 
Particpants officially 
graduated and were presented 
with their certificates of 
participation at the closing 
dinner in Ushuaia on 11 March. mother Nature  

thaNKS her  
daughterS.

mother Nature  
thaNKS her  
daughterS.

FaBIaN dattNer
DREAMER & FOUNDER, HOMEWARD BOUND

ON BEHALF OF THE LEADERSHIP TEAM

THIS CERTIFICATE IS AWARDED TO

TO CERTIFY THAT THIS INTELLIGENT, COMPASSIONATE, HIGHLY SKILLED LEADER  

HAS JOINED THE GLOBAL INITIATIVE THAT IS HOMEWARD BOUND, AND COMPLETED 

ITS 12-MONTH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM. SHE WILL NOW PERSONALLY ENDEAVOUR 

TO LEAD, TAKE ACTION AND COLLABORATE ACROSS THE WORLD, AS SHE IS ABLE, 

TOWARDS STRATEGIC AND VISIBLE IMPACT FOR THE GREATER GOOD.

HELEN  
98 OF 1000

CORNEY

https://theconversation.com/how-a-trip-to-antarctica-became-a-real-life-experiment-in-decision-making-96726


MY JOURNEY - HOMEWARD BOUND

1

We are now about to embark on the most exciting and most demanding 
component of the program. This is your opportunity to show up as your most 
constructive self, to choose to be the sort of leader you would personally prefer 
to spend nearly 4 weeks with, much of that at sea. This is your chance to give 
yourself over to the magic of Antarctica, to relax, absorb and learn. This is the 
time for you to consider how to contribute so your voice is heard and you are 
visible to the whole. This is your time to be clear on your outcome. This is your 
time to enjoy a unique experience with possibly the most intellectually rich and 
brave collection of women you will ever get to work with, at one time, in one 
space, to one primary purpose – your individual and collective visibility in the 
world.

This is your time to honour the contributions of the many supporters of your 
journey - the leadership team, the sponsors, and the donors on your individual 
funding journey, by being simply your most curious and constructive self.

This is also your time to help create the experience we all want – participant to 
participant, participant to leadership team, leadership team to participants, 
all in their relationship with the crew AND, most of all, all in relationship to the 
environment. 

Treat each other, and the places we visit, with deep respect and love. 

Always be mindful of the experience of others, both those you travel with and 
those who follow us.

Leave the environment as you find it.

Our love to you all.

HB LEADERSHIP TEAM, FEBRUARY 2018

CAVEAT: THIS AGENDA AND ITINERARY ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE; THEY ARE PROVIDED AS BEST AVAILABLE INFORMATION AT THE TIME OF WRITING
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ALL.

NOTE: THIS IS AN IN-PRINCIPLE AGENDA. IT WILL CHANGE BECAUSE OF 
WIND, ICE AND YOU.

You are part of a transformational experience. To this end, the ‘agenda’ is well 
mapped out with the leadership team, but only generally provided to you. We 
want you to know that we are watching and reviewing the process constantly. 
We will change approaches and content based on your feedback and our 
observations of whether what we are taking you through is working as planned. 
Throughout the journey you have a very important voice. Your voice is built 
into our Code of Conduct. You can raise thoughts/ideas and suggestions with 
us at any time. There will be an Ideas Box on the ship should you wish to be 
anonymous.

However, we are going to start by inviting you to come on the journey with us, 
surrender to the method and magic. You are brilliant and clever women, each 
and every one. You are all capable of designing, improving and facilitating 
various parts of the program. Having said this, how about we start with you 
relaxing and enjoying being a participant? Let us pamper you, support you, 
give to you. That is our suggested starting point. Let go of control and step 
into exploration, for yourself, for each other, and for the greater purpose of 
Homeward Bound.

NOTE: We are now providing you with a draft schedule, as part of each day’s 
content. However, you will soon discover that the best-laid plans of mortal ‘men’ 
are thwarted regularly by wind and ice! You will receive a daily update on this; 
Greg Mortimer (our expedition leader) and the ship's Captain, are entirely 
responsible for the decisions in this context. The magic is in these hands.

15TH FEBRUARY – USHUAIA
 
You have arrived!
 
Dinner to launch the program
Starts 6pm drinks; proceedings 
launch 6.30 – 9.30pm
• Meet each other
• Launch the program
• Meet the leadership team
• Hear the lessons learnt along the way 

of developing Homeward Bound
• Write a pledge to yourself about who 

you are going to be over the next 3 
weeks

• Introduction to mindfulness practice 
and why we encourage it

PURPOSE: To welcome and introduce 
everyone.

16TH FEBRUARY* – USHUAIA
Day One
8.15 for 8.30am start, close 6pm
• 5 minutes mindfulness practice
• Have some fun/break the ice
• Establishing ground rules for working 

together
• Develop peer coaching skills
• Build cohesion – with 80 women, not 3 

or 4
• Revisit 4MAT
• Explore the pragmatics of personal 

purpose
• Do your first pass on personal values

PURPOSE: To cement the rules of 
engagement, make a lot of friends, 
understand the use of 4MAT as a 
personal, learning, presentation and 
strategic tool (very simple), deep dive on 
the ‘why of your life’, and be clear on the 
values that are important and how they 
show up in behaviour.

*Free time 6pm on; you are responsible for your own 
dinner

17TH FEBRUARY* – USHUAIA
Day Two
8.15 for 8.30am start, close 6pm
• 5 minutes mindfulness practice
• Visibility and science communication
• Who am I to be visible?
• Personal strategy sprint (knit together 

purpose, values, aspirations, priorities 
and definitions)

PURPOSE: To begin the journey of 
exploring the ‘why’ of your participation 
in Homeward Bound, to provoke thinking 
about individual visibility and to lay 
down the first draft (bones) of a personal 
strategy map – the tool that, at the end 
of the journey, you will have revisited 
many times and which will be the key 
artefact you leave the ship with with 
insights, ah-has and commitments on 
one page.

*Free time 6pm on

18TH FEBRUARY – USHUAIA
 
Note: Check out by 8.15am
(Please stagger this from early in 
the morning so we can start the day 
on time)
(Keep only personal stuff; balance 
will go into storage for transfer to 
the ship)
8.30 for 8.45am start, close 12 noon*
• 5 minutes mindfulness practice
• LSI moving forward, insights and 

actions
• Review of the two days

PURPOSE: To cement the insights of 
LSI, to be clear on the ideal, to refresh 
our commitment to each other to be as 
constructive as we can, to be aware of 
the impact of defensive styles on the 
ship.

*Free time 12 noon til 3pm (back at the hotel for shuttle 
run to ship)

18 – 20TH FEBRUARY* – 
THE CROSSING
The Beagle Channel and the Drake 
Passage
• Mindfulness practice where we are able 

together, individually
• Filmed faculty (as we are able) Sylvia 

Earle
• Commence Science Symposium @ Sea
• Antarctic Wildlife lecture
First landing – Half Moon Island, walking 
with your ‘research’ teams 

PURPOSE:  To provide a gentle 
introduction to the journey (weather 
dependent), to warm up to the sharing 
of your SAS and how they will run, to get 
you ready to identify and connect with 
the wildlife you will see.

*All these activities 
have flexibility depending 
on the weather conditions 

and individual’s level of ‘wellness’. 
It is our advice to optimise the 

pleasure of the crossing that you take 
sea sickness medication to prevent 

sea sickness, not to deal with it once 
you’ve got it. The general consensus 

is to take tablets one hour before 
getting on the Ushuaia and then 

follow instructions for your 
particular medications.

*NOTE: No times are provided for the balance of the agenda because timing will be ice dependent to optimise landing opportunities. On average there will be three hours of content 
and 3 – 5 hours of landing which will sometimes be focussed on a team activity and sometimes focussed on just enjoying being where you are. Evenings will include optional activities, 
led largely by participants with the choice to find solitude where and how you see fit. Exercise programs, again largely led by participants, will be scheduled from 6am – 7.30am as many 
mornings as you all agree

On every voyage, it is intended that a science/
voyage-inspired art project be developed – providing 
something for people to do during downtime; 
producing a tangible memory of this very special 
experience. HB2 worked together on two pieces. 

One was a handmade 
book, a collection 
of maps of home 
(expressed on cotton 
rag paper, representing 
whatever ‘home’ means), 
to be stitched together 
post-voyage.

The other was a 
hand-stitched map of 
Antarctica, to which 
everyone was invited to 
contribute on-board.

It is also intended 
that every voyage be 
somehow officially 
documented. For HB1 this was the production of 
a documentary (working title ‘Beautiful Minds’), 
exploring the web of obstacles women and girls face 
in STEMM and beyond. [Production of this has been 

interrupted due to director Ili Bare having a baby late-
2017 – a wonderful metaphor given what Homeward 
Bound stands for. Now, post-HB2 there are discussions 
about extending the scope of the film to include the 
experiences of this second cohort.]

HB2 welcomed on-board Australian 
photographer Oli Sansom, whose 
short video outputs provided 
memorable and also promotional 
pieces for HB and participants, 
and whose photos are destined for 
the pages of a coffee-table book 
uniquely showcasing the vision and 
experience of Homeward Bound.

Canadian Samantha Hodder was 
also invited on-board as podcaster-
in-residence, expanding on her 
independently initiated series 
(co-produced with HB1 alumna 
Carol Devine) ‘This is our time’, 
which captured the narrative of 
several of the HB1 cohort, together 
with the heartbeat of Homeward 
Bound back in 2017. Her series from 

HB2 is currently in production and due for release 
second quarter of 2019 – something to look forward to!

Extensive and deeply valued feedback from the 
HB1 group helped us change many aspects of how 
this second program was delivered, 
including a greater focus on wellbeing 
throughout the program and 
particularly in the challenging on-board 
environment (away from usual support networks, 
undertaking intensive transformational learning, 
remote and confined space). 

To this end, we had dedicated on-board personnel 
(Kerryn Velleman, organisational psychologist, and 
Lesley-Anne Houghton, LSI coach) to provide personal 
support to participants as required. 

Participants also signed up to the Code of Conduct 
that was developed by participants of HB1 following 
their voyage, and all voyagers collectively developed 
and committed to a set of ground rules prior to going 
on-board, both of which helped guide behaviour 
towards desired outcomes. 

Value-adds A Risk Assessment document had also been developed 
at the same time, under the leadership of HB1 alumna 
Deb O’Connell. This was provided to HB2 participants 
at the beginning of their program, to help them make 
smart choices (individally and collectively) to ensure 
the experience of Homeward Bound was safe and 
sustainable for all.

As always, there was much to learn as a result of 
delivering this second program. We conducted our 
own, qualitative, evaluation process as usual – in 
Ushuaia, at the end of the voyage. Additionally, we 
invited an independent review post-program. This 
quantitative process was led by Dr Megan Oaten, an 
HB2 participant, in conjunction with Griffith University 
in Australia, and it comprehensively covered program 
content and delivery, administration, aspects of safety/
wellbeing and the voyage itself. The resulting report 
came to 97 pages of quantified perceptions and any 
associated comments. 

The feedback on both counts was overwhelmingly 
positive, no doubt in large part the result of the many 
changes made to improve the program, from selection 
to delivery, following the evaluation and feedback from 

our first pilot. Of the 65 participants who responded to 
the independent survey (and indicated moderate-strong 
agreement on the following), 85% said the program met 
their expectations; 79% said it represents good value 
for money, and 82% said they would recommend it 
to other women in STEMM. It was also – as you would 
expect when you invite feedback from 80 women with a 
STEMM background – brilliantly critical, with abundant 
suggestions, from broad to specific, on how to improve 
the experience for future cohorts. 

A summary report has since also been produced, and 
includes a list of actions already taken or planned, in 
response to the evaluation. 

  Feedback and improvements

  Science + Art

http://olisansom.com
http://homewardboundprojects.com.au/2018/02/08/hbstories-sam-hodder/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cBrsa3r_kECYVnrvdUTfbb1YZ2fm5b9f/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P-4NydsGPkCxEc_ijeUw7YE_F-ejmpM5/view?usp=sharing


A CLOSER LOOK

Leadership development
This stream aims to provide insight into participants’ leadership mindset 
and style, and the impact this has on their ability to act as a leader 

in our world. Key diagnostic tools are used, supported by dedicated coaching. 
Participants work on developing and articulating purpose and values, explore 
motivation for leading, emotional agility and managing difficult conversations. 

Personal visibility 
A key gap between the will to lead and the ability to lead is finding 
and projecting your voice – being visible – through personal / public 

/ professional interactions and engagements, and via media platforms. 
Participants are guided to visualise themselves in the future, and to create a new 
narrative around their professional and personal visionary goals. From this, a 
visibility plan is developed and aligned with their personal strategy map.

Science collaboration
A key objective of Homeward Bound is to establish a global community 
to collaborate towards impactful outcomes. The science stream provides 

education to enable a shared understanding on particular topics, including the 
Antarctic environment. It leverages participants’ collective knowledge/expertise 
and fosters collaboration. Participants undertake research and discussion on key 
topics, and undergo shared science learning through Symposium@Sea – a series 
of on-board presentations enabling each participant to share their knowledge.

Strategic capability
In this stream, strategic capability is explored in organisational and 
personal contexts. The personal strategy map is used as the framework 

to bring together the learning from the whole program, to establish a basis on 
which to make the conscious choices required to live a more purposeful life, and to 
embed new behaviours into habits. 

  The Convergence

The Convergence Steering Committee (TCSC), although formed by members of 
the HB1 cohort post-voyage, is noted in this report because their care and support 
was important in the story of HB2, and their presence continues to weave through 
our current and emerging cohort groups. This team formed as a bridge between 
HB’s leadership and alumnae, 
and also to provide a key 
connection between alums and 
current program participants. 
Five women volunteered to be on the initial committee for one year: Shelley Ball, 
Raeanne Miller, Deb Pardo, Betty Trummel and Sarah Brough. (Sarah, Raeanne and 
Deb have since retired, and new members are currently being sought).

In their words now: “Once formed, the key goals were to foster collaborations, keep 
information flowing between all HB women through a variety of social media and 
other formats, and to encourage networking. There was a lot of discussion about 
developing a mentoring component, which was taken up by several women from the 
second HB cohort; Betty was part of that group as well.

A lot of time was spent gathering information from the first cohort about visibility 
and outreach impacts, which was very rewarding. Although none of us could attend 
the ‘Unconference’ in Australia (organised by HB1 alumnae, March 2018) due to 
geography and timing, we were involved in discussions on planning, and Shelley was 
able to Skype in. When asked by HB’s leadership to give feedback or provide a link to 
alums for special projects, etc., we have reached out to our greater HB network.

TCSC members continually add positivity to social media pages when appropriate 
and, when available, Shelley and Betty have attended the monthly participant calls 
to support the second and current cohorts.

We know that seeing HB alums on the calls is encouraging to women currently going 
through the program. We have met with HBers in person, on Skype, via emails and 
phone calls, and provided informal mentorship along the way. We feel that keeping 
connections active between all HBers is a vital component of the program, and the 
Convergence has helped fulfill that role.”

Sarah Brough (AUS)Deb Pardo (FR) Raeanne Miller (UK)Betty Trummel (US) Shelley Ball (CAN)

Four streams of learning



Leadership 
At its core, Homeward Bound is a leadership initiative. It is designed 
to bring about transformational change in the personal and 
professional leadership capability of women with a background in 
STEMM. It does this by creating opportunities to learn, experience 
and reflect on leadership, both prior to and during the voyage to 
Antarctica.

To this end, participants are provided with feedback using the Human 
Synergistics Life Styles Inventory (LSI). The LSI 1 is a self-assessment; 
the LSI 2 a 360-degree feedback tool –together, they have become 
a cornerstone of the Homeward Bound program. During the period 
leading up to the voyage, participants engage in multiple one-on-
one coaching sessions conducted by an international cohort of 
LSI-accredited coaches. The 4MAT Learning Type Measure is also 
used to build skills in presenting and influencing, and to enhance 
visibility.

A major innovation in the Leadership stream for this second program 
was running the first-ever World Café conducted in Antarctica, 
examining the opportunities and challenges facing women in 
leadership in STEMM. In preparation for this, a team of participants 
conducted a review of the literature in this area, producing resources 
to both guide the dialogue on-board and for use by HB alumnae on 
their return.

Creating transformational change invariably challenges the beliefs and assumptions 
we hold about ourselves and others. Doing this in an environment so breathtakingly 
beautiful (and remote) as to be almost alien, processing daily content, experiencing 
24-hour-daylight, in the close quarters of an expedition ship and far from the usual 
support structures, all ramps up the ‘challenge factor’ (as we discovered in the first 
‘pilot ‘program). These particular challenges, then, significantly informed the design 
of the second program. One of the key learnings from the first voyage was the need 
to create and maintain strong support structures, clear ground rules, and other 
mechanisms to build and maintain psychological safety while on-board.

To this end, an on-board psychologist – Kerryn Velleman – joined the HB2 on-board 
faculty. She introduced several innovations, including the regular practice of peer 
coaching to equip participants with resources, confidence and capabilities to 
influence key stakeholders, lead teams and manage their careers. When peers 

Fabian Dattner

Marshall Cowley

MKerryn Velleman

support each other through questioning, collaborative enquiry and reflective 
practice, they help each other to cultivate insights; sharing common and diverse 
challenges, they discover creative, productive solutions to the most wicked problems 
and, as a result, build greater confidence and resilience to navigate a highly 
ambiguous world.

Participants also learned and practiced feedback fundamentals to help hold self/
others accountable to agreed expectations of behaviour. They were introduced to, 
and experienced the use of, mindfulness, taking different cognitive perspectives (1st, 
2nd, 3rd and 4th person perspectives) and other elements of emotional agility, to 
better navigate the internal and external challenges of leadership.

HB2 participants disembarked MV Ushuaia ready to engage in their own process 
of coaching and deep dialogue with their peers – within their HB cohort, across the 
HB alumnae and with their colleagues in their own worlds, to harness and model the 
potential to lead change and influence the future of our planet.

Kerryn’s personal highlight: Receiving feedback from a number of participants about 
the significant impact that learning collaboratively with other female leaders had on 
them personally and professionally, and the extent to which they felt more equipped 
to find their voices and to shape culture in their organisations and, more broadly, for 
the future of our planet!  

– Marshall Cowley (Senior Consultant, Dattner Grant)

– Kerryn Velleman (Director, Kru Consulting / Human Capital International)



Science Science theme projects

HB2 participants decided on seven science themes, with varied outputs from each: 

•  Climate Change Science and Impacts – seven factsheets (from the physics of 
climate change to Antarctic food webs) and a play (two sisters; one in Antarctica, 
the other in Alaska)

•  Women Leadership in Climate Change – an infographic-type presentation 
focussing on both global and local case studies, and a role play around these 
examples aimed at finding solutions

•  Climate Communication – a presentation on ‘selling the sizzle’, aimed at knowing 
the audience and inspiring action by focussing on a sustainable future, not on 
threats; and including extensive notes / several infographics covering principles 
and psychology of climate change communication and what doesn’t work

•  Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation – a presentation underpinned by the 
questions what? why? how? and what if? The activity used an infographic about 
the actions participants have taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
vulnerability to climate change

•  Pollution – with a focus on plastics in the ocean, a fact-based presentation on 
plastics life cycle, and both short- and long-term solutions to reduce plastic 
consumption

•  Renewable Energy – a presentation on energy transition, including key factors in 
achieving targets, and four case studies on transition towns and the German grid 
system 

•  Water Scarcity and Health – a downloadable game ‘connect the drops’ with case 
study examples; participants were to match the facts to the country, to learn 
about global variation and impacts.

Members from each HB2 science theme have since integrated into collaborative 
discussions with current HB3 teams looking at similar science themes. This ensures 
synergy, building on HB2 outputs and knowledge gained, to strengthen continuity 
and community and grow the collective HB science outputs. 

Just as, in this way, we are ensuring evolution of knowledge in key impact areas, we 
are also introducing varied expertise into the science stream faculty going forward, 
with HB2 alumna Dr Katherine Duncan and Antarctic scientist Prof. Sharon Robinson 
joining the on-board team for HB3. 

 –  DrJustine Shaw (Research Fellow – ARC Centre of Excellence for Environmental 
Decisions, The University of Queensland, Australia) 

– Mary-Anne Lea (Associate Professor – Marine Predator Ecology, Institute for Marine 
and Antarctic Studies, UTAS, Australia)

Science stream leaders

This stream aims to tackle shared issues faced by 
women in STEMM navigating their leadership journey. 
The program centres on sharing knowledge, building 
collaboration and providing opportunities to enact HB 
learnings in a scientific context. 

The relevance of Antarctica

For this second program, we focussed on transferring 
expert global and Antarctic science content with lectures on Antarctic ecology, 
ecosystem management, global change and conservation, ocean dynamics and 
health. Justine brought everyone up to speed on Antarctic governance and also 
the risk of ‘alien’ species invasions to the continent (her expert area!). Mary-Anne 
elaborated on the unique climatic ecosystem linkages influencing marine species in 
the Southern Ocean and was run off her feet during the voyage opening everyone’s 
eyes to the wonder of Antarctic wildlife (especially during the remarkable whale 
sightings!). Greg Mortimer added his geological and ice expertise into the mix 
whenever possible. Our visits to Carlini, Palmer and Rothera research bases provided 
unique opportunities to learn from international scientists in situ about the important 
ecosystem, marine and climate-related research they are undertaking in the region. 

Symposium at Sea 

As with the first year, this was very 
popular on-board. During the first half 
of the voyage, all participants had the 
opportunity to put much HB visibility, 
strategy and leadership learning into 
practice with a three-minute speed talk. 
Topics ranged from paediatrics in the 
developing world, science of marine 
sponges, and interactions between 
bacteria in microbial communities to 
environmental ethics, out to gravity 
waves and black holes! The quality and 
content of talks was outstanding and set 
the scene for many of the collaborative 
aspects of the program that followed.

Justine Shaw Mary-Anne Lea

SYMPOSIUM @ SEA



  

Visibility 
“Visibility without value is vanity.” When women hear this phrase in 
our programs, they usually stop, reflect and vigorously nod before 
writing it down, and underlining it for good measure. 

Helping the women of Homeward Bound convey their message and 
immense value to the world is a critical enabler of leadership and all 
streams of the HB program. If you don’t stand up and be heard; if 
you shy away from courageous conversations; if you avoid certain 
types of communication because you’re not confident, what are the 
chances you’ll be able to lead, execute strategy or bring science and 
ideas to life?

Research increasingly shows that visibility is a key gap between the 
will and the ability to lead – and that visibility is a critical, but often 
overlooked, strategy for advancing women into leadership positions. 
The visibility stream of the HB program attempts to bridge this gap, 

and give participants the platform they need to be visible, authentic leaders creating 
impact in their areas of influence.

In 2018, positive participant feedback from the latest Homeward Bound visibility 
program reflected the significant work done to make it even more relevant and 
useful. The second cohort commented on the effective mix of visibility philosophy – 
the need to first show up to yourself before showing up to the world, and recognising 
you can’t be visible without being vulnerable – with the pragmatics: applying 
an adaptable strategic formula to every visibility opportunity; using storytelling; 
building a succinct elevator pitch; growing skills across platforms like media, public 
speaking, social media and strategic networking; and integrating visibility into a 
100-day plan, so when they stepped off the ship they knew exactly where to start.

Homeward Bound’s own visibility is growing exponentially, creating a powerful 
platform for the women to springboard from. Media coverage of HB is estimated to 
have reached some 800 million people; during the 2018 voyage alone we reached 
hundreds of thousands of people every week through social and mainstream media, 
and our newsletter, as people were inspired and moved by participants’ stories and 
incredible visuals shot by on-board photographer Oli Sansom.

Participants are using the Homeward Bound platform with poise and potency. We 
were overawed by the courage with which the second cohort tackled visibility – in 
the lead-up to the voyage, during and after. They grabbed every media opportunity 
(100s of articles from our Spanish-speaking contingent alone!), got creative with 

crowdfunding, and shared stories in our online communities with a raw openness 
that led to deep bonding before they even stepped on the ship. 

Post-voyage, we’ve seen the fruits of their labours. Sandra Guzman successfully 
lobbied five Mexican presidential nominees to agree to sign the Antarctic Treaty. 
Melissa Hart was made associate professor. A collaborative group launched a social 
media campaign against plastics and advocated for the use of alternatives. Any 
number have had difficult conversations at home and work, asked for pay rises, 
advocated for other women, and shared presentations about their experiences and 
expertise. Fern Wickson used her first comment on a conference panel to call out the 
fact that she was the only woman on the panel, despite there being more women in 
the room than men. As she described it, “It made me more committed than ever to 
take responsibility to call out these injustices when we experience them!”

And as the program evolves, so does our team. We are building the diversity 
and agility of the visibility team to bring fresh ideas, new skills and purpose 
to the project. Alumna and SciComms expert Dr Merryn McKinnon brought a 
pragmatic (and fun!) science focus to the delivery of our second program (read 
about her experience on p. X). Fern Hames, 2016 alumna and experienced science 
communicator, will lead the third on-board team, joined by high-profile digital 
strategist, executive coach (and PhD candidate) Kylie Lewis. We’re also fortunate to 
have had strategic communications expert Claire Sturrock, and media entrepreneur 
and renowned journalist Amanda Gome, join our advisory team.

If visibility without value is vanity, it is safe to say that visibility with value helps 
women live and lead more authentically and have their voices heard. This is why we 
founded the visibility program for Homeward Bound in 2016: to help women speak 
up, be courageous and lead with impact.

– Julia May and Sarah Anderson 
(Directors, Visibility Co)

Visibility stream leaders 

Julia May

Sarah Anderson



Strategy 
For me personally, it was a real privilege to be part of the faculty again and, 
over this last year, it has also been wonderful to take part in the HB1 alumnae 
‘unconference’, and to read the HB2 participants’ stories of how they are putting 
their personal choices into practice and progressing on their personal journeys. 

A highlight for me was collecting, on behalf of Homeward Bound, an award from 
the Design Board in recognition of  ‘Mother Nature Needs her Daughters’ (by one of 
our sponsors, Elmwood Studios) for attracting over 450 million media impressions 
across the globe, all without any media or advertising spend. It’s another example 
of the power of the Homeward Bound call to action and that we are executing our 
Homeward Bound strategy!

– Kit Jackson (Founding Partner, Strategy Together; TORI Practice Head – Strategy 
Execution, Organisation and Leadership Development)

Strategy stream leader

Organisations, teams and individuals often have great intentions 
and expectations but, without identifying and executing a strategy, 
in most cases, they will fail to realise or sustain the benefits they 
had envisioned. Strategic capability is often identified as critical for 
leadership development, and one of the key success factors is the use 
of a structured framework to describe the strategy, identify how to 
put it into practice, create alignment and manage progress. 

The Strategy stream of the HB program focusses on personal strategy 
in a whole-of-life context, considering the trade-offs in personal choices between 
work, family/relationship and self. We use a personal strategy map and practice to 
bring together the Leadership and Visibility insights, Science learning and plans into 
one framework and a 100-day plan. 

The conscious choices framework we use is an adaptation of the renowned Kaplan 
Norton strategy mapping methodology used in organisations. Translated to personal 
context, in this framework, clarifying personal aspirations and how they fit with 
your overall purpose (your why) provides direction and motivation (a compelling 
reason to make the effort), confirming what you truly value guides you in the actions 
and decisions you take in execution of your strategy; your identified priorities are 
the conscious choices you make to enable progress, congruent with both personal 
aspirations and values.  

In personal strategy, we need to understand old and new narratives, and the 
assumptions that we are making about our past and future potential. A strategy is as 
much about what you choose to do, as what you choose NOT to do, and the trade-
offs that you make. Nobody has enough resources – time, energy, funding – to do 
everything, so we need to focus on the big priorities and our choices to make them 
happen. And what could be more important than to invest some time in personal 
reflection and gaining clarity on whole-of-life choices to reach our aspirations?

The inclusion of the pre-voyage program in Ushuaia (where I joined the participants 
to facilitate a Personal Strategy Sprint, followed-up on-board with guidance 
videos, in my absence from the voyage this time) and creating more capacity for 
personal strategy in this second program, along with all the other improvements and 
refinements that we’ve made as a faculty in response to the continuous engagement 
and feedback from alumnae, has made a significant difference to the experience 
and outcomes for participants. 

Kit Jackson



THE VOYAGE
One of the certainties of visiting Antarctica is that Mother Nature 
will be in charge. With that it mind, it pays to go cap in hand and 
to listen hard to her rhythms. 

We set the bar high in our voyage plan, with the aim of getting 
across the Antarctic Circle into the beautiful Marguerite Bay and, 
hopefully, to visit the famous UK base of Rothera. 

We knew from the outset that, no matter what happened, we would 
have three glorious weeks sailing from Ushuaia, across the Drake Passage, exploring 
the complex waterways of the eastern side of the Antarctic Peninsula, the northern 
Weddell Sea and, in particular, the western side of the Peninsula.

The key uncertainty was always going to be the chemistry of this extraordinary 
group of women. Once we cast off the ropes on the dock in Ushuaia, how would they 
respond to the vagaries and intensity of Antarctica? 

And Mother Nature tested us all, that’s for sure. Dark hours of despair, when 
icy conditions led to the group deciding not to go to Rothera; elation when our 
alternative course brought us the rare sighting of a pod of Orca; trepidation and 
excitement when a change in conditions then reversed the morning’s decision, 
leading us out of our comfort zones to venture into open water and an attempt to get 
to Rothera. 

The result – for me, probably the best base visit I have had in 30 years of visiting 
Antarctica, and one of the most exciting ice experiences of all. We had a respectful 
interchange between government and citizen science, followed by the edgy fizz of 
excitement as we battled our way through a day and night of very heavy ice. We 
never knew from one minute to the next if we would get through. The whole ship was 
alive with the uncertainty and beauty of it. 

We all learned valuable lessons – captain, crew and passengers. Thank you Mother 
Nature. Thank you HB cohort.

– Greg Mortimer (Expedition leader)

Map: Sarah Hamylton (modified by editor)



Orca near Hannusse Bay Deception Island

Carlini Station, King George Island 

Great Wall Station,  King George Island

Portal Point 

Rothera Station

Photos this page: Hilary McManus, participant

Voyage itinerary
18 February – 11 March 2018

18 Feb:  Depart Ushuaia 

19th:  At sea

20th:  South Shetland Islands – Half Moon Island  
 landing

21st:  King George Island landing – visit Carlini  
 Research Base (Argentina)

22nd:  King George Island – visit Great Wall station  
 (China); cruise towards Weddell Sea

23rd:  Antarctic Peninsula – Paulet Island landing

24th:  Gerlache Strait – Portal Point/Charlotte Bay  
 landing

25th:  Danco Island landing

26th:  Anvers Island  landing – visit Palmer  station  
 (USA); also Q&A on-board with  Palmer  station  
 members pm

27th:  Eurera Channel – Cuverville Island landing

28th:  Port Lockroy landing; Lemaire Channel cruising

1 March: Peterman Island landing – Pleneau Island landing 

2nd:  Cruising (cabin swap-over)

3rd:  Zodiac cruise (Orca sighting) 

4th:  Bellingshausen Sea – Horseshoe Island landing  
 (XO photo shoot, polar plunge in Sally Cove)

5th:  Visit Rothera station (UK)

6th:  Cruising Crystal Sound

7th:  Lemaire Channel/Gerlache Strait – Neko Harbour  
 landing

8th:  Whalers Bay –  Deception Island landing

9th:  Drake Passage

10/11th:  Past the Convergence and to Ushuaia; disembark



Oli Sansom Gallery







IMPACT
It is by identifying its impacts that we gauge the 
success or otherwise of the Homeward Bound initiative, 
because without making any difference in the world 
– in line with our vision – it is just another leadership 
development program (as good as that is). 

There are numerous ways we hope to make an impact 
with Homeward Bound. To name a few: in participant’s 
personal experience of the program as positively 
transformational, and the learning that encourages 
and enables them to be more effective leaders in their 
various spheres of influence; in the collaborations that 
are both fostered during the program and also form 
post-program, as alumnae get inspired to get together 
to act or advocate on global issues of importance to 
them, and also in support of growing and developing 
Homeward Bound; in the reach of our message across 
the globe via mainstream media and multiple social 
media platforms. The next page or so explores each of 
these key areas of impact.

A new component in the visibility stream 
for HB2 is an example both of the impact 
of the program on one participant, and 
the impact one participant can have on 
the program! In the words now of Merryn 
McKinnon (Lecturer, Centre for the Public 
Awareness of Science, ANU; SciComms 
facilitator for HB2, including on-board) ...

“As a participant in HB1, I spent a lot of time talking to 
the other women about science communication (maybe 
they would say too much time…).

For HB participants to be visible, articulate advocates 
for themselves, their disciplines and the planet, they 
need to be able to communicate their ideas clearly and 
concisely to diverse audiences. Some work in areas 
that are controversial and contested, so they need 
to be able to deal with that too. As society becomes 
more scientifically and technologically advanced, we 
will collectively face new challenges and decisions to 
make, and the participants of Homeward Bound will be 
amongst those formulating and communicating these 
decisions via a variety of pathways. The skills to enable 
this are rarely explicitly taught within a STEMM degree, 
yet STEMM professionals are regularly called upon to 
talk about their work to a range of audiences. 

I gained a great deal of insight from the inaugural HB 
program, but I felt that science communication could 
make it stronger. If I visualised each of the program 
components as a brick, then science communication 
could be the mortar – binding and reinforcing the 
separate elements. 

Communication

Merryn McKinnon

The focus of the SciComms program for 
the second cohort was to provide them with 
practical skills and techniques to use in their 
communication, no matter whether it was 

giving a talk to a class of school children, presenting at 
an international conference or doing a media interview. 
The workshops were busy, accompanied by laughter 
and an openness to experiment. They were also often 
interrupted by whales – a small price to pay!

Aside from supporting their visibility goals, SciComms 
also supported the science stream by encouraging 
participants to identify what they wanted to achieve 
with their themed research projects. (Who did they 
want to talk to? What impact were they aiming for? 
This could then form the basis of a plan to enact that 
impact.) 

All streams support participants’ development of their 
own personal strategy map, as well as the broader 
strategic goal of Homeward Bound. On paper, all of this 
sounds simple. In practice, it was hours of planning, 
refining, more planning and refining, then seeing how it 
all came together – especially on-board. 

Having been a participant, then returning as one 
of the on-board leadership team, gave me a unique 
perspective. I could see how the changes we had made 
to the program from the first voyage to the second 
had so greatly enhanced participants’ preparation 
and experience. I also keenly empathised with the 
frustrations, challenges and sometimes uncomfortable 
self-reflection participants can experience in a program 
like this. It gave a clarity to my own understanding 
and experience as a participant, which has helped 
my ongoing development as a leader. An unexpected 
added bonus.

Most rewarding has been seeing what participants 
do once they go back to their ‘normal’ lives. Watching 
these women step up, speak out and put their plans into 
action is awe-inspiring. Each of them is creating change 
in their own way, paving the way for something bigger. 
Watch this space.” 



Collaboration

We begin developing collaborative ways of working 
through the science and gender themed projects, as an 
intrinsic part of the program that also brings together 
in practice the four key streams of leadership, science, 
visibility and strategy. These projects may directly 
spark ongoing collaborative action on these themes 
post-program. As an example, a group of 10 alumnae 
took the work started in the Pollution theme group 
and created a ‘pledge against plastic’ social media 
campaign 
that was 
launched on 
Earth Day 
2018. They 
created 
a YouTube video that focussed on simple everyday 
alternatives to plastic (e.g. bar soap rather than liquid 
soap in a plastic bottle) and asked viewers “What’s your 
pledge against plastic?” They then reached out to HB 
alumnae to get behind their campaign – tagging and 
sharing on social media, as well as committing to their 
own pledges against plastic. 

Similarly, we continue the focus on collaboration in 
the final days of the voyage by asking participants 
to commit to a project or projects that arise from the 
World Café think tank sessions, that they will work 
on together post-voyage. These give rise to tangible 
outcomes that can make a real difference. For instance, 
so far we have had groups from HB2 develop:

•  A comprehensive Fundraising Toolkit (which, in turn, 
built on the fundraising experiences shared by HB1 
alumnae) to support current and future HB cohorts in 
their fundraising efforts (be that for HB participation 
or their personal/work initiatives)

•  A comprehensive program evaluation survey, which is 
now helping inform the further improvement of the HB 
program for our next cohorts

•  An intercohort mentoring program, involving HB1 and 
HB2 alumnae supporting the current HB3 cohort as 
they prepare for their Antarctic journey

Global platform

•  (In collaboration with HB1 alumnae; still in progress) 
An online platform, to be linked to the HB website, to 
encourage and facilitate alumnae collaborations and 
networking.

Equally, and perhaps more importantly, this 
collaborative focus in the program often leads to 
alumnae-initiated collaborative projects (with fellow 
alumnae or indeed their own networks) that serve 
their common interests and the greater good, be 

that research 
and publication, 
advocating on 
important issues, or 
influencing policy 
and decision making 

on climate change. These collaborations are powerful 
not just for the outcomes they can produce, but for the 
experience and role modelling of a way of working that 
will help ensure a more sustainable way forward.

We have a 
very big focus 
on creating 
a high-
profile global 
platform 
that all women can stand on, generating coverage to 
their cause. On a very limited budget we do this via our 
strategic media and PR efforts; leveraging the profile 
of our expert faculty members, and enhancing the 
visibility of all our outstanding participants. We had 
participants as ‘HB stories’ correspondents throughout 
the voyage, and again later with their ‘100-day plan’ 
stories, which were shared on social media – both great 
visibility practice and also powerfully helping spread 
the HB message. Our PR partners, AC Agency, helped 
initiate and negotiate media opportunities throughout 
the HB2 program. Their report from mid-April this year, 
which just covered the voyage (pre, during and post), 
showed a total reach for that period of 709 million 

(from online, TV, print and radio) and included articles 
in Vogue, The Age, Canberra Times; radio interviews on 
ABC Radio National and various State-based stations; 
France TV, Channel 11’s (Australia) Totally Wild. 

Some HB2 examples making use of this global 
platform: Sandra Guzman, a climate activist in Mexico, 
generated 150 articles between October 2017 and 
March 2018; Alex Dubini, Alica Perez-Porro, Ana Payo 
Payo and Uxua Lopez generated some 150 articles in 
Spain in the same timeframe; Paola Terro Guerrero, 
a physicist from Colombia, was named one of the 
most influential people in her home-city in 2017 and 
was recently featured in an ABC online article for her 
work educating school children on ways to protect 
the planet (developed during Homeward Bound, 
featuring participants reading children’s letters to 
penguins during the voyage); and Beth Christie, an 
outdoor educator, managed to create media, talks, 
collaborations and wide awareness in Scotland of the 
place of the outdoors in education. 

The coverage 
generated around 
the world by the 
participants and 
also faculty, and 
the showcasing 

by their supporting institutions, over the entire course 
of the program was also phenomenal. It continues 
post-program as these women are sought out to share 
their expertise, their experiences and views on issues 
of leadership, gender equality, climate action, and 
opportunities for women and girls in STEMM; and 
in their linking of Homeward Bound with the various 
pursuits and achievements – in their workplaces and 
on the world stage – that utilise what they learnt in this 
program. 

Some of the HB-related media generated can be viewed 
on the media page of our website.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLtaACjq4xI
https://coveragebook.com/b/ecd95369
https://mobile.abc.net.au/news/2018-09-23/colombian-paola-guerrero-who-reads-to-penguins/10290196?pfmredir=sm&fbclid=IwAR2ZwiMlqMUVnvpvhBPaIN9arRU8Ta-wwT5xBCl4rYc5JSJpmx9NTEGcoew
http://homewardboundprojects.com.au/media/


“The peer coaching available throughout the Homeward Bound program was integral in making progress 
towards increased self-awareness, self-acceptance, and navigating instances of vulnerability. I am returning to 
home and work feeling more present and confident, and am able to practice mindfulness, reflection, and self-
coaching to work through difficult scenarios or interactions. The STAR/AR feedback approach is proving to be 
useful with colleagues as well as in the classroom, helping me guide students in ownership of their performance 
and how they would like to grow as students. When combined with LSI1 and LSI2, which offered insights into how 
I view myself versus how others view me as a leader, I feel more confident in my abilities as a leader and capable 
to work toward increased self-actualisation and fulfillment in all aspects of my life.”

– Hilary McManus, participant; Associate Professor, Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences,  
Le Moyne College, Syracuse, NY

“Peer coaching has given me a different frame of reference for connecting with colleagues, friends and family 
… It’s a valuable part of my leadership toolbox!”

– Dr Sarah Hamylton, participant; Director, GeoQuest Research Institute, University of Wollongong, NSW

“Since returning from the voyage, I have been promoted to Commander ... After making history as one half of 
the first all-female Hurricane Hunter flight crew, I have been interviewed by major news networks (CNN and 
NBC)... My application to be a mentor in NOAA’s inaugural year of their organisation-wide program was recently 
accepted. While these may not all be directly related to my participation in HB, the level of confidence I’ve had 
throughout each is a direct result.” 

– Rebecca Waddington, participant; Commander, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Missouri

“Developing a strategy map focused on relationships (something I had never done before) was the icing on 
the cake. I have since discussed with our Human Resources department and we are thinking of how we can 
introduce a culture of peer coaching in our work environment. I will definitely use it in our quarterly performance 
reviews.”

– Alice Ruhweza, participant; Executive Director, Vital Signs at Conservation International, Kenya

“I’m in the second intake of a program to entice engineering mothers back to the profession after an extended 
career break. They had hundreds of women apply for the roles in Adelaide alone and I was one of two selected! 
… I can say without a doubt that this would not have happened without Homeward Bound.” 

– Laura Trotta, participant; Founder/Director, Laura Trotta Enterprises and Senior Environmental Engineer, GHD, 
South Australia

Success stories



PR / Comms
$53,416 (4%)

FINANCIALS

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 
$1,287,845

TOTAL REVENUE 
$1,289,335

Participant fees 
$1,263,459 (99%)

Sponsor direct contributions 
(Kathmandu $6018, Arnotts $6857

 $12,875 (1%)

LSI coach

$13,000 (1%)

Ship charter
$1,008,000 (78%)

Admin / Project mgt
$78,740 (6%)

Travel / Venue hire
$130,901 (10%)

Program materials
$16,788 (1%)

Note: 
Amounts 
are in USD$ 
Figures show a 
net profit of $1489; 
however, as some 
revenue and some costs 
were incurred in AUD$, and 
an averaged conversion rate 
has been used to calculate those 
figures to USD$, the actual difference 
between revenue and expenditure is likely 
to be somewhat different. 
It is worth noting that revenue and expenditure are, 
to all intents and purposes, equal; so, as we are running 
this initiative as a non-profit social enterprise, we have 
achieved this in the second program (as we did in the first).

Per person value
Note: these figures represent both 
in-kind contributions based on 
commercial daily rates, and actual 
product values, converted to USD$

TOTAL PER PERSON VALUE 
$31,200

Program fees paid
$16,000 (51%)

Donated value-add
 $15,200 (49%)

Thank you to all the contributors – faculty and leadership 
team members for their stream reports; Michelle Crouch 

for the financials data; Betty Trummel / TCSC for the 
Convergence report; alumnae for the use of their quotes;  

Eva Matthews for designing, compiling, writing and editing.
We would also like to acknowledge the following people for 

contributing their wonderful photographs:
Oli Sansom – front cover, this page, Symposium at Sea 

images used on p. 10, voyage photos on pages 15–17, 
backdrop on pages 18–19  

Gaia dell’Ariccia – backdrops pp. 4, 8; profile photo of Oli
Rachelle Balez – featured photo of artmap and backdrop p. 7

Hilary McManus –  profile photos of Marshall, Merryn;  
voyage photos on p. 14 

 Kate Clarke – profile photo of Greg Mortimer
Jessica Brainard – photo of Art book pages, p. 7 

Unknown – all remaining photos used were from HB archives 
of those taken, and provided for HB use, by participants; 

unfortunately not all include a citation in the filename 
Any errors/omissions in this report are entirely  

unintentional and will be amended on request to  
admin@homewardboundprojects.com.au

Contributors to 
this report 

http://admin@homewardboundprojects.com.au


Become a participant
If you’re a current or emerging leader in STEMM, take this 
opportunity to make a difference to yourself, your workplace, 
your planet!

Our aim is to launch an HB program at least once a year. To 
register your interest: www.homewardboundprojects.com.au/
application

Sponsor a participant
For each program, we hope to provide at least five scholarship 
places for applicants in need, from the most climate-affected 
countries. To enable this, we rely on the kindness of strangers 
making a donation – every contribution, however big or small, will 
help.

Direct donations/enquiries can be made by emailing  
admin@homewardboundprojects.com.au

Spread the word
Media enquiries to Adam Sawell, Perfect Beach Communications.

E: hb@perfectbeach.com.au  Ph: +61 401 096 507 

Share our social media to your networks, via

Homeward Bound Projects 
64 Brougham St, Eltham VIC 3095 Australia

E: info@homewardboundprojects.com.au    Ph: +61 3 8457 1311  Web: www.homewardboundprojects.com.au

How you can help us realise the vision

http://www.homewardboundprojects.com.au/application 
http://www.homewardboundprojects.com.au/application 
http://admin@homewardbadmin@homewardboundprojects.com.auoundprojects.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/homewardboundprojects/
https://twitter.com/homewardbound16
https://www.instagram.com/homewardboundprojects/

